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a b s t r a c t

The paper describes a method for design of marine structures with increased safety for environment,

considering also the required investment costs as well as the aspects of risk distribution onto the

maritime stakeholders. Practically, the paper seeks to answer what is the optimal amount that should

be invested into certain safety measure for any given vessel. Due to the uneven distribution of risk, as

well as the differing impact of costs emerging from safety improvements, stakeholders experience

conflicting ranking of alternatives. To solve this multi-stakeholder decision-making problem, in which

each stakeholder is a decision-maker, the method applies concepts of group decision-making theory,

namely the Game Theory. The method fosters axiomatic definition of the optimum solution, arguing

that the solution, or the final selected design, should satisfy the non-dominance, efficiency, and fairness.

These three are thoroughly discussed in terms of structural design, especially the latter. Considering the

coupling of environmental risk and structural design, the method also builds on the preference

structure of four maritime stakeholders: yards, owners, oil receivers and the public, who either share

the risks or directly influence structural design. Method is presented on a practical study of structural

design of a tanker with a crashworthy side structure that is capable of reducing the risk of collision.

The outcome of this study outlines a number of possibilities for successful improvement of tanker

safety that can benefit, concurrently, all maritime stakeholders.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Maritime safety is arranged nowadays through the set of
international conventions, e.g. SOLAS [1], MARPOL [2], etc. agreed
between maritime stakeholders, including ship owners and
operators, yards, cargo owners or charterers, seamen, the officials,
the public. Based on their preferences, and accounting for the
acceptance of risk, these conventions set the minimally accep-
table levels of safety [3]. In that sense, an approach of ALARP
(As Low As Reasonably Practical), fostering a band of cost-
effective risk tolerance, has been established as a tool for effective
risk management, Refs. [4–6].

Since increasing safety regularly demands investments or added
expenses, most of the vessels are in the end designed only to satisfy
the minimal safety requirements, and are thus on the boundary of
unacceptable risk. The upper levels of ALARP are on the other hand
typically not targeted. With desire to challenge such a practice, this
paper presents a methodology to determine the best possible
compromise between safety improvements and corresponding
investments for any given design problem. Hence, outline the
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optimum level of safety. The methodology is aimed for application
in design of marine structures, identifying designs that are
economical and that approach the levels of negligible risk.

Existing methodology is not fully capable to treat this problem as
desired, especially as the focus of the study is on particular design
problem such as that of a ship structural design. Existing methodol-
ogy predominantly addresses more general ‘rule-making’ level,
or regulations. The gap for the application of existing methodology
relates to its incapacity to concurrently consider preferences of
multiple stakeholders and be sensitive to the particulars of structural
design. There however exist contributions in the literature that form
the basis of the proposed methodology. These specifically relate to the
criteria of risk acceptance and risk modelling.

Thus, Skjong and Ronold [7], Ditlevsen [8] and Friis-Hansen
and Ditlevsen [9] venture to outline firm criteria for the public
acceptance of risk based on financial value. The main assumption
is that the public or society in general, excluding ship owners that
manage risk, is mostly interested in maintaining a positive
difference between trade benefits and risks of loss with no
specific desire to maximize this difference, i.e. move beyond the
minimum acceptable levels of safety.

Wang et al. [10,11] make deeper analyses of trade-offs
between safety and related costs with objective to find a solution
that maximizes former and minimizes latter for a particular
design problem. Alternatively to the above methodology, this
approach utilizes concepts of multi-criteria decision-making.
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However, the approach focuses on the multi-expert evaluation of
safety and cost of design alternatives, and not on stakeholders.
While the multi-expert evaluation is similar to the elicitation of
multi-stakeholder preferences from the decision point of view,
it does not consider the actual facts of maritime market and
industry in general.

Rosqvist and Tuominnen [12] and French et al. [13] focus on
the other hand onto preferences of maritime stakeholders. In their
study they argue the necessity to formally treat stakeholder
preferences. They also indicate the concept of compensation
between stakeholders to allow for the fair distribution of cost and
benefits when improving safety. In that sense, Rosqvist [14]
outlines a ‘compensation’ criterion, which, when minimized,
identifies an alternative that is the fairest compromise for all
stakeholders. The criterion, however, assumes full coupling
between stakeholder benefits and costs, meaning that a loss to
one stakeholder is another stakeholder’s gain. On the industry-
level such an assumption is valid, but on the particular design-
level the same is difficult to show. For example, the economics of
particular ship design, and of her production and exploitation is
far too complex to be modelled accurately to realize the effective
compensation. Thus, Klanac et al. [15,16], proceed to outline a
more relaxed approach, where the fairest design alternative is
selected without the need for assumption that differing stake-
holder costs and benefits need to be coupled. This is especially
useful if we consider that design of marine structures does not
involve all maritime stakeholders, but only a few.

The latter approach is further established here. It is applied for
the problems involving more than two stakeholders. The approach
is considered also in the context of actual market conditions and
determination of structural scantlings. It is coupled with the
model of risk distribution amongst stakeholders and the model for
sharing of costs induced by improvements in safety. In the end,
it enables ranking and selection of structural design alternatives
according to the stakeholders’ preferences.

All these contributions are illustrated by revisiting a practical
design study of Klanac et al. [17]. In that study, utilizing
optimization, crashworthiness of hull structure of a 40 000 DWT
tanker was improved with minimum addition of extra material,
resulting with multiple alternatives of structural design that
range between low hull crashworthiness with low mass and high
crashworthiness with increased mass. Adopting these results, we
extend the study and perform selection, outlining the alternative
that is the best for a multiple of stakeholders’ preferences. The
paper is thus split into two parts. The first part describes the
theory, its background and our contributions in Sections 2 and 3.
The second part describes the implementation of the theory to the
practical study in Section 4, and makes the conclusion of the
paper in Section 5.
1 c.f. Ref. [26] for their definition.
2. Stakeholders and their preferences

2.1. The stakeholders

Cho et al. [18] specify extensive list of maritime stakeholders.
These include: the shipowner, the shipyard, the classification
society, the flag state and port authorities, the seamen, the cargo
senders and receivers, the insurers (P&I clubs) and financiers (e.g.
banks, private investors), the public, incl. e.g. fishing and on-shore
industry, citizens and particularly coastal communities. This list
can be somewhat reduced since some of these stakeholders are
not affected by variations in structural design, see Refs. [19,20].
The preferences of financiers, seamen, classification societies, flag
states, port authorities and the insurers can be thus omitted from
the consideration.
Besides the issue of sensitivity to structural design, interna-
tional conventions identify a general framework for compensation
in cases of marine pollution, effectively defining the distribution
of risk. According to these, the liability for pollution damage
specifically lies on the shipowner, oil receiver while the public is
forced to take on the damage costs beyond the liability of the
former two stakeholders. Since the yard is in direct control of
structural design, it can be considered as a relevant stakeholder.
In the remainder of the paper we thus focus on the preferences of
these stakeholders.
2.2. The preferences

Stakeholder preferences are established through the definition
of a consequence C(x) that an attribute value y(x) of some design
alternative x inflicts on stakeholders multiplied by the conse-
quence’s probability of occurrence. In general, such a value under
uncertainty is addressed as utility, and with respect to safety, it is
perceived as risk [21]. Beyond safety, as we mentioned, stake-
holders face also the costs to produce such an alternative. The
preference towards these costs can be also represented with
utility.

According to Ref. [22], the utility u of some attribute
consequence i for an alternative is defined as

uiðxÞ ¼

Z
t

piðt,xÞUCiðt,xÞdt, ð1Þ

where t is the uncertain, or uncontrollable parameter, Ci the
consequence of an attribute i and pi the probability of its
occurrence. Considering for example the problem of ship-to-ship
collisions, studied later in this paper, t can represent a ‘traffic’
parameter, such as the available collision energy, while C can be
some part of environmental damage, such as the cost of a clean-up.

To determine the net stakeholder gain of some risk reduction,
according to Ref. [23], we are free to subtract the costs induced by
this reduction from its benefits. Since both the costs and the
benefits can result from multiple consequences, a general additive
function applies. The net-gain is effectively a multi-attribute
utility function, defined as

ujðxÞ ¼
X

i

uiðxÞ: ð2Þ

Once such multi-attribute utility functions are established for
every stakeholder j, to select the alternative that concurrently
satisfies preferences of a multiple of stakeholders, we need to take
all the functions into account. To perform this with the
requirements for consistent group decision-making [24,25], a
space of stakeholders’ utilities Z is established.

The definition of this multi-stakeholder decision-making
problem summarizes Fig. 1. To define stakeholder preferences
we need to parameterize the decision problem on three decision
spaces. The first two, the design X and attribute Y spaces are
essential for the definition of preferences (Fig. 1a and b), while the
third, the space of stakeholder utilities Z (Fig. 1c), helps select
the ‘fairest’ alternative.

As seen in Fig. 1c, this space is characterized by reservation �u
and aspiration point �u and by the set of acceptable alternatives,
UCZ. The points respectively mark the minimally acceptable
performance levels and levels towards which the design char-
acteristics should be improved. They can be freely determined,
e.g. as ideal, utopia and nadir vectors,1 or simply as arbitrary
points in the space of stakeholder utilities according to the
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following:

Definition 1. The reservation point u
�
¼ ½u1ðx

�
Þ,. . .,umðx

�
Þ�TARm in

the utility space compounds individual stakeholders’ utility
thresholds which are to be surpassed.

Definition 2. The aspiration point �u ¼ ½u1ð �xÞ,. . .,umð �xÞ�
TARm

þ ,
�u4u

�
in the utility space compounds individual stakeholders’

utility thresholds which are to be reached.

Definition 3. The set of attainable alternatives
U¼ fuðxÞAZ9xAXg contains stakeholder utilities of all feasible
alternatives X¼ fx9gðxÞZ0g.2

The reservation and aspiration points are defined in the spirit
of reference-based decision-making method [27], and can be
called jointly the ‘reference points’. Physically, the reservation
point could represent a prototype design, while the aspiration
point can be taken as the point arising from the perception of the
satisfactory attribute maxima amongst stakeholders.
3. Multi-stakeholder decision-making

3.1. The conditions of selection

Klanac et al. in Refs. [15,16] propose three fundamental
conditions to be satisfied by a design alternative u* in order to
maximally satisfy stakeholders’ preferences.

Condition 1 – Compromise: Every normalized design alter-
native u, which is not strictly dominated by others and considers
only positive normalized utilities, is deemed to be a compromise
between stakeholders. u* is therefore a compromisey

. . .if )uAU9u
�
ou*ou, ð3Þ

Condition 2 – Efficiency: A design alternatives is efficient if
there does not exist any other compromise design which gives
higher normalized utility to a stakeholder j for the utilities of
other stakeholders u* is therefore efficienty

. . .if)uAU9u*
j ¼ uj, 8jAm\i and u*

i oui,iAm, ð4Þ

Condition 3 – Maximal stakeholders’ satisfaction in the

competitive relationships (MaSSCoR): If this condition holds for a
2 gðxÞZ0 marks the feasible vector of constraint value on a design alternative x.
design alternative k then all stakeholders receive at least such
utility that if the problem would be symmetric their utilities
would be equal. u* therefore satisfies MaSSCoRy3

. . .if u*
Zf ~u9 ~u1 ¼ � � � ¼ ~um when 8uAU, PðuÞAUg: ð5Þ

The first two conditions relate to the notion of non-dominance,
which can be formally described through a well-known econom-
ical concept of Pareto optimality. The third condition, MaSSCoR,
determines the fairest solution with respect to the specified
preferences of stakeholders, following the general recommenda-
tion of FSA [28] that stakeholders are to be treated fairly. It is also
based on the assumption that stakeholders are in the competitive
relationship since their preferences differ. In such relations,
stakeholders are not willing to renounce any of their benefits as
they try to maximize them independently [29].

As defined in Eq. (5), MaSSCoR4 is effectively an extension of
the basic decision-making axiom of ‘anonymity’ [30], which can
be colloquially described with the following: ‘‘If some wealth of

benefits can be shared equally amongst stakeholders then it should be

shared equally if these stakeholders are equal’’. To explain MaSSCoR
formally, we present the following derivation.
3.2. MaSSCoR

Let us define a non-cooperative ‘mathematical’ game in normal
form G, and let us solve it for its standard solution, the
Nash equilibrium [31]. Let G contain stakeholder utilities of all
Pareto optimal design alternatives in the attainable set of
alternatives, U.

To construct this game, let l be a weighted Chebyshev metrics

lðu,xÞ ¼
Xm

j ¼ 1

½xjð1�ujÞ�
1

8<
:

9=
;

1=1

, xj40,
X

j

xj ¼ 1 ð6Þ

and K its minimal isometric cone consisting now of some
hypothetical z and feasible DAs, u, see Fig. 2

KðxÞ ¼ argmin
xAX

lðu,xÞ

� �
[ argmin

xAZ
lðu,xÞ9minlðz,xÞ ¼minlðu,xÞ

� �
:

ð7Þ
3 PðuÞ marks the set of all permutations on a stakeholders’ utility vector.
4 MaSSCoR has been validated for the ‘two-stakeholder’ problem in Klanac

et al. (2007). Here, it is extended to a general case of three and more stakeholders.
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where weights x define the relative importance of stakeholders’
preferences. Let l(x) be an infinitely long line passing through the
aspiration point �u and in the direction of the weighting vector x.
By varying this vector, the apex û, or the intersection of the cone
K with the line l

ûðxÞ ¼KðxÞ \ lðxÞ, ð8Þ

maps the entire Pareto front Û [32]. Furthermore, for any
weighting vector x, the apex û is unique, i.e. it will identify
only one design alternative. This is convenient since now every
Pareto optimal alternative can be a member of the game G,
meaning that it is eligible for selection. However, since K consists
of hypothetical alternatives, and U can be non-convex, as is the
case in Fig. 2, the apex û might identify an unattainable
alternative that does not belong to the set U.

Now, let every stakeholder j’s available set of strategies in
game G be a closed set Sj ¼ fsjg of some arbitrary i weight vectors

s
ij
j ¼ x

ij
1,x

ij
2,. . .,x

ij
j ,. . .,x

ij
m

� �T
, and let stakeholders’ utilities for the

mixture of strategies si1
1 � � � � � s

ij
j � � � � � sim

m be determined with

Eq. (8), such that the weighting x¼x of ûðxÞ is an average of

weights oi
j,

x¼

"X
j

x
ij
1

m
, � � � ,

X
j

x
ij
j

m
, � � � ,

X
j

x
ij
m

m

#T

, 8jAm: ð9Þ

The game G now permits the selection of any Pareto optimal
design alternative with respect to the considered strength of
stakeholder preferences addressed through the weighting factors.
Nash Equilibrium, defined generally as

~ujðs
*
1 � � � � � s*

j � � � � � s*
mÞ ¼max

ij
ujðs

*
1 � � � � � s

ij
j � � � � � s*

mÞ,

8jA ½1,m�, ð10Þ

is the alternative with the maximum stakeholder j’s utility for the
best strategies of other stakeholders that yield them the
maximum of their utilities. It is obviously concurrently maximally
satisfying all stakeholder preferences, and as a solution of G, it is
lying on the line connecting the reference points ~l ¼ lð ~xÞ.5

Analogically, the Nash equilibrium of G, denoted ahead as
~u ¼ ûð ~xÞ, is always the alternative on the apex of the minimal
weighted isometric Chebyshev cone, where the weighting factors
can be determined with the following equation:

~xj ¼

����
����
~uj�u

� j

�uj�u
� j

����
����, 8jAm: ð11Þ

The :U: denotes normalization of the components since ~x is a
unit vector.

In case that U is a convex symmetrical set as Ucon in Fig. 3, Nash
equilibrium of the game G will be symmetric. This means that the
solution of G will always yield equal utilities to the stakeholders
whenever it is possible to do so, thus clearly satisfying the axiom
of anonymity, i.e. that it will maximally satisfy stakeholders in the
competitive relationships.
3.3. The competitive optimum

Nash equilibrium of the game G, ~u, according to the definition,
besides MaSSCoR, satisfies also the first two fundamental
conditions. Therefore, it gives a rational solution of the multi-
stakeholder decision-making problem.

Realistic design selection problems involve certainly a finite
number of alternatives to choose from. And even though such a
discrete problem can be tackled well with the proposed game G,
its Nash equilibrium, as we mentioned, can yield an unattainable
solution. This means that there is no acceptable alternative on the
line ~l connecting the reference points. But, this also does not mean
that there is no other alternative that satisfies the three
conditions for selection. A strong Pareto optimal alternative
closest to the aspiration point according to the augmented
uniformly weighted Chebyshev metric laðu, ~xÞ is such an alter-
native. This alternative is positively displaced from line ~l for the
same ‘Chebyshev’ metrics to the aspiration point for at least one
stakeholder, while others do not accrue losses. Thus, it is better or
equivalent to the alternative with the same Chebyshev metrics,
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positioned on the line ~l. As addressed in Refs. [15,16], such a
solution is named the competitive optimum (CO), and it can be
mathematically defined with the following expression:

u* ¼ arg min
xAX

laðu, ~xÞ9laðu, ~xÞ

�

¼
Xm

j ¼ 1

½ ~x jð �uj�ujÞ�
1

8<
:

9=
;

1=1

þra

Xm
j ¼ 1

½ ~xjð �u�ujÞ�

3
75 ð12Þ

where ra is an arbitrary small constant, assuring that only a
strong Pareto optimum has the minimal metrics. Competitive
optimum is therefore a strongly Pareto optimal member of the
minimal contour of the weighted Chebyshev metrics; see Fig. 2.
4. Case study: structural design of a crashworthy tanker

The case study aims to identify the crashworthy design of a hull
structure of a 40 000 DWT tanker that maximally simultaneously
satisfies stakeholder preferences. The considered case study is
synthesized schematically in Fig. 4, where from a pool of design
alternatives, with differing attributes, consequences are determined
for the four shortlisted stakeholders mentioned in the beginning of
the paper, i.e. the shipyard, shipowner, oil receiver and public.
Consequences relate to risk reduction, i.e. safety benefits, and to
commercial losses or the safety-induced costs, influencing in the
end the preferences of the four stakeholders towards each of the
considered alternatives as depicted in the figure. The linkages seen
in Fig. 4 between the attributes, consequences and stakeholder are
explained in the following sections.
Fig. 4. The hierarchical structure of the c
4.1. The design alternatives

The observed tanker is 180 m long, with 32.2 m in breadth and
11.5 m of design draught. She has a typical product/chemical
tanker internal subdivision, with the two longitudinal cofferdams,
and a double hull. The main frame is seen in Fig. 5. Klanac et al.
[17] performed the multi-objective optimization of the hull
structure of this vessel with respect to three objectives: (i) to
maximize crashworthiness, i.e. the capacity to absorb energy prior
to the breach of the inner hull, Ebreach, (ii) to minimize the overall
hull mass, mHULL and (iii) to minimize the mass of tank stainless
steel plating, brand-named ‘Duplex’, mDUPLEX. The three objectives
are considered now as attributes within the context of safety
(crashworthiness) and safety-induced costs (hull and duplex steel
mass).

The optimization yielded 25 relevant design alternatives for
this case study. Their values are given in Fig. 6. They span the
three attributes in the range of 85 MJ for crashworthiness – from
5 to 90 MJ, 1600 t for the hull mass – from 7400 to 9000 t, and
130 t for the mass of stainless steel – from 2520 to 2650 t. The
least crashworthy alternative is also the lightest alternative, while
opposite is valid as well. The 25 alternatives in the attribute space
depicts Fig. 7.

The alternatives are distinguished by the thickening of the side
shell plating in the area assumed to be the most critical for ship
collisions, amid the vessel’s height, i.e. 7.5 m above the keel line.
Raising thickness in the centre side shell is not decoupled from
the surrounding structure due to the limitations in hull strength
to normal service loads, namely the shear stresses. This increase
in plating therefore needs to be balanced by the variations in
surrounding strakes, which results in significant changes in all
three attributes. A noticeable gap, caused by this effect, is thus
ase study decision-making problem.
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visible in the Pareto frontier. The gap influences strongly on
design selection as it causes a large, step-wise trade-off. We are
for this reason facing effectively a choice to either make a limited
investment into safety and reduce risk accordingly, or to make a
considerable investment and significantly reduce risk. Options in-
between are more-or-less infeasible.
4.2. The safety of design alternatives

To define safety of design alternatives we analyse their
collision risk. In order for the analysis to be sensitive to the
changes in structural design, we consider the following three
aspects: (a) the analysis of the available deformation energy,
(b) the analysis of crashworthiness of the struck ship design and
(c) the analysis of collision consequences.

4.2.1. The available deformation energy

Based on the momentum conservation model for ship-to-ship
collisions of Minorsky [33], Zhang [34] and Luetzen [35]
determined the annual available deformation energy for the
world traffic. In Ref. [36] it is shown that the annual probability
distribution of the deformation energy can be well represented
with Gamma distribution. Utilizing these results, the annual
deformation energy for the observed vessel is determined
accordingly with the mean of 60 MJ and standard deviation of
170 MJ.

4.2.2. The crashworthiness

A critical event in the analysis of collision consequences is the
breach of inner hull. Here it is assumed to occur if the available
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deformation energy in a collision Edef is higher than the capacity of
the hull to absorb this energy Ebreach. Numerical collision
simulations for the observed vessel, reported in Ref. [17], had
been conducted to establish this capacity. Simulations utilized
LS-DYNA [37], a non-linear ‘Finite Element Method’ solver, and
considered displacement controlled collisions between a rigid bulb
and the tanker structure at the 901 angle amid two transverse
bulkheads and between two web-frames. Following the recom-
mendations for approval of crashworthy structures of Zhang et al.
[38], as well as the results of several collision studies of similar
ships, e.g. Refs. [39–41], the chosen collision scenario is a
conservative estimate. Since the capacity of a hull to absorb
collision energy depends significantly on the location of the initial
contact, the capacity has been determined for a three characteristic
contact zones always amid two stringers: (a) at the waterline, (b) at
4 m and (c) 7.85 m below the design waterline, as seen in Fig. 8.

Traffic statistics for the Baltic West [42] estimate that the
tankers spend 40% of their voyages in the full ballast condition.
Due to a lack of clear world-wide statistics, we adopt this number
in this case study. Furthermore, we assume that in the remaining
60%, the observed tanker will, be at her full draught, i.e. fully
laden. For this reason, and remembering the recommendations of
Ref. [38], the distribution of location of the initial contact is
considered to be uniform between the keel and waterline. If we
assume then that the computed capacities to absorb energy for
the three considered striking locations represent the capacities in
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the local areas along the height of the vessel, we can average the
overall hull capacity to absorb collision energy prior to the
breaching of its inner shell. The averaged values are given in Fig. 9,
and are applied in the coming considerations.
4.2.3. The collision consequences

To evaluate the consequences of a collision, five hazards can be
generally considered: (i) hull damage, (ii) inner hull breach, (iii)
fire and explosion, (iv) loss of stability and (v) sinking. These
hazards cause three types of serious casualties: (i) environmental
damage, (ii) material damage and (iii) loss of life. In case of a
tanker in collision, we are safe to assume that the most relevant
casualty for all the maritime stakeholders is the environmental
damage. Serious material loss for tankers usually leads to a
spillage, which initiates environmental loss of a much higher
magnitude, and for this reason material loss becomes less
relevant. Loss of life on the other hand is never irrelevant, but it
is rare and sporadic in case of tanker collisions; see data in Refs.
[43–45]. It is usually triggered by fire and/or explosion. According
to the same data, the evaluation of the risk of loss of life due to
collision is unlikely to yield a confident conclusion. Furthermore,
the loss of life is coupled with the environmental damage.
Therefore, it has been decided not to consider the loss life in this
study. The loss of stability due to flooding of the breached tank
can also be assumed not to occur since the observed vessel
satisfies the stability requirements of SOLAS [1], for a maximum
presumed level of damage, i.e. that the cofferdams remain intact.
Fig. 10 illustrates these considerations on hazards through an
event tree. The probabilities presented are assumed according to
Refs. [43–50].

Friis-Hansen and Ditlevsen [9] established a model to assess
the environmental damage, i.e. the costs of oil spillage. Based on
the data of recorded major spills [51], and on profiling of the risk
at sea, a normal probability distribution of environmental damage
costs c is defined depending on the expected volume of an oil spill
m. Using this model, the expected costs of the environmental
damage can be determined for the two casualties: (i) a spillage of
one tank of m¼2 200 t and a spillage of the whole cargo of
m¼40 000 t. Probability distributions for the two casualties are
presented in Fig. 11.
4.2.4. Distribution of the risk

Shipowner, oil receiver and local community share the costs of
environmental damage. Under the international compensation
conventions, Civil Liability Convention 1992 (CLC92) and Interna-

tional Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992 (IOPC92) [51], adopted
by most of the maritime countries, the maximum compensations
to be paid are limited for the shipowner, based on the vessel size,



Fig. 11. Probability distribution of the environmental damage costs for single tank spillage (2 200 t) and for the spillage of the overall cargo (40 000 t); provided equations

of Ref. [9] are used to calculate the probability distributions.

Table 1
The expected costs of environmental damage.

Stakeholdera Expected costs in Mh of environmental damage for a
collision involving a spillage the size of

One tank (2200 t) All cargo (40 000 t)

Owner 1 1

Oil receivers 12 31

The public 70 550

a It is assumed that the Yard does not take part in costs distribution of

environmental damage.
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and for the oil receiver through the liability of the IOPC Fund, which
they support. For the handy-max vessel of 40 000 DWT, or approx.
12 000 GT, such as the one we observe in the example study, the
owner, through its insurer – a P&I club – is not entitled to pay more
than 9 Mh according to CLC92. The IOPC92 fund, funded by the oil
receivers, covers the remaining costs of up to 800 Mh.6 In case that
the damages are higher than this limit, the remaining costs are
covered by the local government obviously through the taxations.
Combining now this information on limits of liability with the
distribution of costs as specified in Ref. [9] and shown in Fig. 11, the
expected cost for a collision involving a spillage can be determined
for each of the three stakeholders, and for the two casualties.
Table 1 presents the expected costs for the two casualties.
Observing these expected costs and their certainty, it is easy to
conclude that the owner and oil receivers are facing drastically
smaller risks than the public, which evidently not only matches, but
also justifies the persistent fear of spillage accidents in the public.

Annual environmental risk is computed finally for each design
alternative and for each stakeholder facing this risk by integrating
over the random variable of available deformation energy all
collision consequences, and by multiplying this integral with
the probability for collisions taken to be pColl¼0.02 according to
Ref. [35] and for a chance that tanker is fully laden pladen¼0.6.
According to Eq. (1), the risk for each stakeholder is expressed as

urisk,j ¼ pColl pladen

Z
Edef

X
i

piðEdef ÞCi,jðEdef Þ dEdef , ð13Þ

where the probabilities and consequences in the summation part
of Eq. (13) can be specified according to the event tree. Thus:X

i

piðEdef ÞCi,jðEdef Þ

¼
0, if Edef oEbreach

pfire plossCtotal,jþð1�plossÞCtank,j

� 	
þð1�pfireÞCtank,j, if Edef ZEbreach

(

ð14Þ
6 This compensation limit relates to the Supplementary fund option that has

been, for the moment ratified in a limited number of countries only [51].
Alternatively to this financial risk urisk,j, Eq. (14) can be applied
to estimate the risk in terms of annual spilled volume uvolume

risk . The
expected values for the cost of damage C are in that case simply
exchanged for the expected size of an oil spill m, disregarding
obviously the stakeholder aspect. The obtained environmental
risks are presented in Fig. 12.
4.3. The safety-induced costs

As depicted in Fig. 6, raising crashworthiness of the observed
vessel inevitably increases the hull mass, which incites: (a) the
added vessel’s production costs due to the larger intake of
material, and (b) the loss in transport efficiency due to the
reduced cargo capacity.7

The following simplified model is assumed for the added
production costs. The costs P are normalized relative to the
lightest, non-crashworthy alternative, DA-1, which is assumed to
represent a present-day standard design. To be consistent with
the adopted evaluation of risk per annum, the production costs
7 In that case, main dimensions of the ship could be changed to accommodate

for the loss, but this also opens other question and it is not always viable.
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are divided by the number of expected years of a vessel to be in
service, YIS. Thus,

DPprod ¼
cHTSDmHTSþcDuplexDmDuplex

YIS
, ð15Þ

where, respectively, the production costs of ton of high tensile
and of duplex steel are assumed to be cHTS¼1200 h/t and
cDuplex¼10 500 h/t, including both labour and material costs.
DmHTS and DmDuplex are changes in masses of high tensile steel
and duplex relative to the DA-1. YIS is taken to be 25 years.

Assuming the average daily charter rate of h20 000 per day, the
loss of one ton of cargo capacity is taken as ccargo¼200 h annually.
The annual cost of the capacity loss DPcargo is given as

DPcargo ¼ ccargo DmHULL, ð16Þ

where DmHULL indicates the difference in total hull mass
(DmHULL¼DmHTS+DmDuplex) to the lightest alternatives DA-1. The
computed added production cost and capacity loss are given in
Fig. 13.
4.4. Distribution of the safety-induced costs

It can be expected that the additional safety-induced costs
would be compensated amongst the stakeholders. For example,
the added production costs are charged to the owner as the added
ship price. Loss in the cargo capacity is on the other hand
compensated through the penalties towards the yard and/or
through the added freight rate to the oil receiver. Finally, the oil
receiver raises the price of its products to the public. The amount
that these compensations apply, or that stakeholder accepted
them, is obviously uncertain. Precisely, they are a matter of



Fig. 14. Stakeholder multi-attribute utility values.
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negotiations and market conditions. A general model can be never-
theless established, and the utilities of the safety-induced costs are for
(a)
 the yard as

Ducosts,yard ¼ pcosts,yardðDPcargo�DPprodÞ ð17Þ
(b)
 the owner as

Ducosts,owner ¼ pcosts,ownerð1�pcosts,yardÞðDPcargo�DPprodÞ ð18Þ
(c)
 the oil receivers as

Ducosts,receivers ¼ pcosts,receiversð1�pcosts,ownerÞð1�pcosts,yardÞ

�ðDPcargo�DPprodÞ ð19Þ
(d)
 the public

Ducosts,public ¼ pcosts,publicð1�pcosts,receiversÞð1�pcosts,ownerÞ

�ð1�pcosts,yardÞðDPcargo�DPprodÞ ð20Þ
8 The yard (j¼yard) does not benefit from the reduction of environmental risk,

but from the production costs savings only, i.e. when the DPprod is only positive

DPþ
prod

, otherwise no benefits or costs exist for the yard. Hence, the multi-attribute

utility of the yard is given as uyard ¼DPþ
prod
�ucosts,yard .
where the utility of the stakeholder ‘k+1’ is dependent on the
costs (DPcargo�DPprod) that have not been accepted by the
stakeholder ‘k’ and on the probability that these costs will be
accepted. A special notation for the utility ‘Du’ is applied since we
consider relative values of costs.

Comparing the values in Figs. 12 and 13 we can conclude that
for all stakeholders but public benefits of risk reduction are
smaller than the induced costs. Obviously in this case it is hard to
justify any acceptance of the added costs. If we suppose then that
pcosts,yard¼0, pcosts,owner¼0, pcosts,receivers¼0, pcosts,public¼1, and that
the probabilities of acceptance remain constant independent of
the amount of the costs involved, we attain that the utility of
the safety-induced costs for all the stakeholders but the public
equal zero.
4.5. Design selection, verification and implications

Adopting the multi-attribute utility of Eq. (2), we can now
easily establish, by subtracting from the benefits of risk reduction
Durisk,j, the net-gain for raising vessel’s crashworthiness for each
of the stakeholders.8

uj ¼Durisk,j�Ducosts,j ð21Þ

The risk reduction is computed by comparing the reduced
value of risk of any design alternative with the risk of design
alternative DA-1. Fig. 14 presents the stakeholder multi-attribute
utility values. All utility values are positive for every alternative
and for all the stakeholders but for the public. The public’s utilities
are also changing widely as a consequence of large variations in
safety-induced costs – related to the rise in hull mass, as seen
in Fig. 13, which have all been transferred to them.
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Observing the same utility values in the utility space of Fig. 15,
we can notice that all 25 design alternatives are Pareto optimal.
We can see also the trade-offs in the preferences between every
pair of stakeholders, and conclude that the largest conflict exists
between the yard and the public, which is reasonable since the
yard does not partake in risk, and it cannot be expected to directly
profit from safety improvements. On the other hand, the public
takes the highest share of both.

Besides the stakeholder utilities, Fig. 14 presents also the CATS
values of design alternatives. CATS, or the Cost to Avert a Ton of
Spillage, is a ratio between the additional safety-induced costs and
the averted volume of spillage CATS¼ ðDPprodþDPcargoÞ=Duvolume

risk

[52], and it is currently being used in the IMO as a benchmark
value for the comparison of effectiveness of the risk control
options [53], in this case being the design alternatives. A value of
approx. 46 000 EUR (60 000 USD) is considered to be the
threshold of efficiency [52]. Observing the values, we can
conclude that several alternatives are inefficient according to this
criterion as their CATS is above the threshold. Specifically, this
refers to the DA-2 to -5 that have a very minor risk reduction, and
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to the DA-23, which is a very expensive alternative. Other
alternatives have their CATS in a range mostly between 10 000
and 20 000 EUR.

To proceed with selecting the competitive optimum for the
determined utility values, we need to elicit the reference points.
Assuming that all stakeholders are equally important, we set up
equal stakeholder utility values for the aspiration and for the
reservation point. Concretely, we choose that the aspiration point
values are that of the public’s best possible net-gain for the
considered set of alternatives. For the reservation values, we take
– conservatively – the zero net-gain, i.e. the stakeholder utility
has to be at least zero for the alternative to be considered
acceptable. The reference points can be seen also in Fig. 15.

For this set of reference points, the competitive optimum is the
design alternative DA-21.9 Observing its structural characteristics
in right-hand-side of Fig. 16, the DA-21 fosters strong local
stiffening, i.e. thickening of the plating of strake 16. The plate
thickness is increased to 36 mm, 25 mm more than for the
least mass and least crashworthy alternative, DA-1, seen in the
left-hand-side of Fig. 16. The crashworthiness of DA-21 is
approximately eight times that of DA-1 if the vessel is collided
at the critical location. The total mass of hull 750t heavier and 77t
of this is the added mass of duplex.

The stakeholders can thus expect either a considerable risk
reduction, or at least no losses, as is the case with the yard. All the
costs induced by the increase in crashworthiness are transferred
to the public since the public can expect the highest benefits from
9 A value of ra¼0.1 is considered in Eq. (12) to elicit the competitive

optimum. The same value is applied for all the selections.
the reduction of risk. This implies that the public should accept
higher costs of the goods being transported by the vessel in
exchange for the reduced risk of pollution of the implemented
more crashworthy structure. Furthermore, not only that there is
an argument to opt for significant investments into safety, but
also that all four stakeholders only benefit from this choice.

In comparison with other alternatives, DA-21 does not have the
minimal CATS value; see again Fig. 14. The minimum value is
actually found for the DA-6, even though a few other alternatives
come close. DA-6, in comparison with DA-21, has a much lower
risk reduction, so its high efficiency must emerge from low safety-
induced costs. Obviously, the competitive optimum solution has a
capacity to differentiate between the changes in safety and changes
in safety-induced costs, whereas CATS simply levels the two.

To strengthen the arguments of DA-21 as the competitive
optimum, this result can be tested against different set of
reference points. If we choose for the reference points the
maximum and minimum of the stakeholders’ utilities from the
set of considered alternatives, meaning that stakeholders are not
anymore equal, we effectively simulate a design scenario where
each stakeholder is equally satisfied with the maxima and minima
of the attained attribute values. This means that stakeholders now
value differently the expected financial gains. The competitive
optimum in this scenario is again the alternative DA-21.
Obviously such an outcome indicates certain robustness of the
indicated design alternative, and this is especially useful if the
input data is uncertain, especially relating to the reference points.

Furthermore, if we are to vary the probabilities to accept the
safety-induced costs, given in Eqs. (17)–(20), we can analyse
the influence of the assumed distribution of the safety-induced
costs to the indicated competitive optimum. Since most of the
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probability combinations are economically unsound, exploring
them arbitrarily is senseless. But for the probabilities for which
combination the competitive optimum has the smallest minimal
Chebyshev metrics, specified in Eq. (12), the attained competitive
optimum will be economically justified. Such a solution possesses
the minimal of deviations from the aspiration point for all the
possible economic scenarios. Moreover, the conflict between
the stakeholders is minimal, and thus such an optimum would
be the expected best solution of the problem.

If we apply this logic, the competitive optimum with the smallest
minimal Chebyshev metrics, enumerated for all the combinations of
probabilities, is again the DA-21. And as such, it is attained for both
described sets of reference points. More importantly, it is attained
for the initially considered values of probabilities, pcosts,yard¼0,
pcosts,owner¼0, pcosts,receivers¼0, pcosts,public¼1. The DA-21 is thus the
expected and preferred solution of this case study.

To conclude with respect to this outcome, the key argument to
invest into the observed vessel’s crashworthiness seems not to lie
on the stakeholders that are immediately involved with design,
i.e. the yard and the owner. It lies on a successful argumentation
to the public to accept the higher costs of the petroleum products
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they purchase from the receivers. The public faces the highest risk
of collision, but also has the highest benefit from the risk
reduction. Should this benefit not have been considered in the
presented selection, the indicated competitive optimum would be
different. Concretely, if the public is excluded from the list of
stakeholders, and their preferences are ignored, the competitive
optimum would be the cheapest-to-produce and one of the least
crashworthy alternatives, the DA-5, seen in Fig. 17. DA-5 is
characterized by the least amount of installed stainless steel. If we
now repeat the experiment to find the competitive optimum with
the smallest minimal Chebyshev metrics as done above, the
rational decision for the first three stakeholders would be still not
to accept the safety-induced costs, i.e. the probabilities of
Eqs. (17)–(19) would in this scenario continue to be nil. Now, as
the costs cannot be anymore transferred to the public, the
expected outcome is clear, and that is simply not to invest into
crashworthiness and obviously remain at the minimum of
acceptable limits of safety. This then shows how necessary it is,
in order to justify improvements in safety beyond the minimum
requirements, to consider the public and their preferences in
parallel to other maritime stakeholders.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper we sought to establish a method for design of
marine structures with improved safety for environment. Theo-
retical contributions were also demonstrated with a simplified,
but practical study on a 40 000 DWT product/chemical tanker
safety in collision.

The method, based on the concepts of group decision-making
can, for any number of stakeholders, determine the best design
alternative that concurrently maximally satisfies all their prefer-
ences. Such an alternative, quoted as the competitive optimum,
represents the fairest possible choice and it is the best compromise
between the stakeholder preferences.

Applying the method to the practical study, and answering
how much should the tanker crashworthiness be raised and how
much should be invested in it, several implications were
identified. From the pool of competitive, Pareto optimal design
alternatives, one alternative with significant improvements in
crashworthiness of the vessel has been outlined. This alternative
did not incur any net losses to the stakeholders in comparison
with the standard, present-day design. This also proved the
capacity to reach the competitive designs that benefit all
stakeholders in the maritime industry. A 40 000 DWT chemical/
product carrier can therefore be realized as a safer ‘crashworthy’
vessel without a financial loss.

Nevertheless, these conclusions are not to be taken lightly or
considered universal, first of all due to the adopted simplifica-
tions. Secondly, design selection was performed on the relative
basis to the standard design, which is assumed to be satisfying the
minimum of safety requirements. The real-life decisions, how-
ever, need to be made with real and not relative figures.
Nonetheless, the extension of the proposed methodology to
analyse real-life problems is direct, since it depends solely to
more elaborate data acquisition.

The results attained by the proposed method, have been
also compared with the industry standard CATS benchmark.
The identified solution does not posses the minimal CATS
value, even though it is below the threshold of acceptability.
Actually, this discrepancy between the criteria of minimal
CATS and competitive optimum is important, as it indicates
their different treatment of safety and of the safety-induced
costs.

Consequently, several steps should be performed in the future
to further increase the understanding of the effects of the
presented methodology: (i) through a series of interviews,
confirm with stakeholders the assumed preferences and selected
alternative as the rational solution, (ii) implement discounted
utilities and further assess the value of the vessel with respect to
safety and safety improvements, (iii) apply the methodology on
different ships and for more particular navigational areas, (iv)
consider different risk control options, such as the varying width
of the double side, or the alternative cargo arrangement as
proposed in the IMO study [53], and last but not least (v) gather
more extensive data, such as unit production costs, vessel income
and expenses in service, to be able to make more general
conclusions.
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Appendix A. Proof of position of Nash equilibrium
Proposition 1. Nash equilibrium of the game G is always a member

of line ~l which connects the reference points.

Before proceeding with the proof, we note that utilities can be
linearly scaled without the loss in consistency, see e.g. Ref. [54].
Therefore, let us assume that U now represents strictly linearly
normalized utility values of alternatives between the reference
points normalized to 0 and 1, U¼ f8uAU,0rujr1g.

Lemma 1. For any two similar apexes (or utility vectors in G) û and

ûu having all except one component the same it is valid that ûuj4 ûj if

xuj4xj .

Proof. Suppose a line lðxÞ marking any apex of a weighted
Chebyshev metrics ûðxÞ. The projection on the p–q plane of the
utility space is given as ðûp,ûqÞ. From the similarities of triangles
f1,ðûp,ûqÞ,ð1,ûqÞg and {1,(xp,xq),(1,xq)}:

ûq ¼ 1�
ð1�xpÞð1�ûqÞ

1�xp
ðA:1Þ

Therefore, the payoff in G is a strictly increasing function of a

weight coefficient if other weight coefficients remain the same,

which then concludes the proof. &

Then, the following corollary can be stated:

Corollary 1. lim
oj-1

û*
j ¼ 1.

Lemma 2. Strategy s*
j ¼ ðx

*
1,x*

2,. . .,max
i

xi
j,. . .,x

*
mÞ

T, whereP
jx

*
j ¼ 1 , of a stakeholder j is the only strategy member of a

rational reaction set Ŝ .

Proof. Suppose any strategy vector sujA Ŝ, for which their
scalar xujomaxi x

i
j, to be a member of a rational reaction set.

Hence, the payoff to a player j for any strategy suj should be
at least uuj4 û*

j . This is then in contrary to Lemma 1 and
Corollary 1, thus proving Lemma 2. &

Following Lemma 2, it is obvious that every stakeholder in G is

best–off with the strategy s*
j , where oj-1. Due to definition of

game G, and following Eq. (9), the weighting factors for the Nash

equilibrium are then uniform, thus completing the proof. &

In order to extend the validity of this proof to a general
problem, where U is not normalized, the weighting factors,
applied in the proof to determine the Nash equilibrium, have only
to be multiplied with the inverse of Eq. (11).
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